STEULER-KCH is one of the most innovative suppliers and a market leader in the field of refractory systems worldwide. In partnership with Andritz Pulp and Paper we offer complete refractory lining systems of rotary lime kilns for the Pulp and Paper mills.

Improving the lifetime of your refractory lining and minimizing shutdown times of your kiln is our most important target. STEULER-KCH is supplying the whole range of refractory materials for rotary lime kilns such as high alumina and fire clay bricks, diatomite and lightweight fireclay bricks, castables, anchors and accessories.

Our exceptionally wide range of andalusite based high-alumina bricks allow us to choose always the right material for our customer’s individual demands in the highest stressed zones of the kiln. As insulation layer we are providing prefired special lightweight fireclay bricks which are optimized to withstand temperature peaks as burning zone insulation and high mechanical loads as overall insulation in kilns with large diameters.

Our in-house research and development and laboratory are always ready to support our customers with special services like brick crucible tests with customers lime mud as well as brick failure analysis. Customized refractory design is carried out by our own
engineering department by most modern CAD-engineering. This for example includes construction drawings, installation recommendations, heat-transition calculations and heating-up recommendations. We are installing and supervising refractory installations worldwide. Our customer can choose between complete installation services and just supervision.

For kiln shell or cooler replacements STEULER-KCH may install - and if required dry-out - the refractory lining already before the new section is lifted into its final position. This will significantly save shut-down time of the lime kiln. If required special installation tools like bricking rig, saws and mixers for the continuous maintenance STEULER-KCH would be pleased to supply them as well. Continuous technical support on site and in short-term will always be provided by our research and development, engineering and project management specialists.

Choosing STEULER-KCH as your partner for refractory systems means an investment in improved performance of your refractory lining.
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Together with its international subsidiaries and representations, STEULER-KCH offers its customers a worldwide network which develops and implements comprehensive system solutions.

**SURFACE PROTECTION SYSTEMS**
Lining and flooring systems
Cements, jointing materials, masonry systems, rubber linings

**PLASTICS TECHNOLOGY**
Thermoplastic lining systems
Equipment, piping and tanks made of duroplastics and thermoplastics

**REFRACTORY SYSTEMS**
High temperature refractory linings

**POOL CONSTRUCTION**
STEULER-Q™ lining systems
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**STEULER-KCH GmbH**
Refractory Systems Division
Georg-Steuler-Straße
56203 Höhr-Grenzhausen | GERMANY
Phone: +49 26 24 13-586
Fax: +49 26 24 13-305
Mail: ff.info@steuler-kch.de

Surface Protection Systems
Plastics Technology
Pool Constructions
Berggarten 1
56427 Siershahn | GERMANY
Phone: +49 26 23 600-0
Fax: +49 26 23 600-513
Mail: info@steuler-kch.de

www.steuler-kch.de

Focus on Progress